Author and TV Personality, David
Rountree, Accused of Stolen Valor
and Academic Embellishment
David Rountree is a household name for many people who are interested in
ghosts and the paranormal. The famous New Jersey ghost hunter who authored
Paranormal Technologies: Understanding the Science of Ghost Hunting, and Demon Street USA was also a cast member on the popular television show “Ghost
Stalkers” with John Tenney and Chad Lindberg. The show, produced by Nick
Groff of “Ghost Adventures”, finished its first season last year on Destination
America. He has also been a guest on various radio shows, paranormal conventions, and other media events. However, his background and credentials have
come under fire lately, as many are now questioning claims he’s made regarding
his military service, education, and various other professional endeavors. This
has caused quite an uproar with not just the paranormal community, but the military community as well.
The controversy began when Tony Kay Anderson posted an open letter to David
Rountree on a social media site questioning his military service and education.
Anderson entitled the letter “An Open Letter to David Rountree” which was
instantly shared on various blog sites and community pages.
“We were checking some of his claims due to him being a prominent personality
in the paranormal community and the discrepancies about military and education
time started showing up,” stated Anderson.
After reading her open letter, it was obvious there were many discrepancies in
Rountree’s background that raised serious red flags for many veterans.
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Rountree has claimed on numerous sites that he was a Vietnam Veteran in the
United States Air Force. He claimed to have earned the Silver Star, two Bronze
Stars, and a Purple Heart while serving from 1971-1977, with time in the Air
Force reserves until 1978. However, in a direct message he wrote that his service
time was 1971-1976, with two years in the reserves until 1978. His
LinkedIn account denotes he served as a Captain in the Air Force, with
an implication that he served in the Special Forces. He further stated
that he was in Vietnam from 1972-1973, as well as was involved in the
Fall of Saigon and the Mayaguez Incident, both of which occurred in
1975.

A separate website, Pvt. Camp Meredith Pool #1505 SCV shows him
listed as a Veteran of the Era in his dress uniform at a Veterans event in
2003, as well as photos he claims were taken at the Fall of Saigon and at
the Mayaguez incident.

Photo from Pvt. Camp Meredith Pool
#1505 SCV

Photos shown on the website
Pvt. Camp Meredith Pool
#1505 SCV
(Left) Photo was captioned
Veterans Day 2003.
(Right) These photos were
posted to support claims of
involvement at the Fall of
Saigon and the Mayaguez
Incident in 1975.

Rountree also expounded on his military service through his
Facebook account.

Rountree’s claims of Military Service. The bottom comment was
made in regards to the awards he won in Vietnam.

However, many are questioning the authenticity of his military accolades due to
the inconsistencies and the discrepancies in some of his claims. Several individuals have reached out to Rountree and asked if he would provide documentation to
prove his claims. SSG Tommy Lyttle, an active duty Soldier with 17 years of service, recently returned from one of his many deployments to Afghanistan. He
stated on a recent internet radio show discussing acts of stolen valor, Hearing The
Afterlife on Live365, that if any of his military accomplishments were challenged
or questioned he would not hesitate to provide documentation to prove it.
“It’s too easy,” he commented on air. “If I was a veteran and someone questioned
me, I’d whip out my DD214 to prove it in a heartbeat. I don’t know any veteran
that wouldn’t do it to prove it and shut everyone up.”
A DD214 is the discharge paper a service member is issued at the end of his or
her service. This paper provides the dates of service, military education, as well
as all the awards and accolades one achieves during their military career, among
other things. It is often used to verify military service for benefits.
Rountree, however, has refused to provide such documentation to anyone. He
posted a comment on Facebook addressing the questions of his service.

Some veterans disagree with Rountree’s answer to his critics. Tobias Greynolds,
host of Hearing the Afterlife internet radio show, is a Navy Veteran who served
as a corpsman in Kosovo.
“I know when I am asked, I have no problem providing my proof,” he explained.
“For anyone not willing to provide proof would really make me second guess
them. Refusal to even not show proof means to me one of two things, either they
got a dishonorable discharge and don't want people to know about it or they never
did what they said they did.”
Other veterans and service members are also questioning the authenticity of
Rountree’s claims of military service. Jon Vanover, a retired Air Force Master
Sergeant, voiced his opinion regarding Rountree’s claims.
“I have had several commanders and supervisors over the years that were
Vietnam vets and never met anyone that promoted their accomplishments like
David,” he wrote in an email. “If I was challenged about my military career I
might be upset but I would prove my claim with my DD214 to silence the person
questioning me. It’s that simple. But at this time I feel David is an enigma of his
own creation and if his claims of the Silver Star and Bronze Star and Purple Heart
are false then that brings the highest level of dishonor to the true veterans that
have earned those awards. And most of them have suffered tremendously for it,
including giving their lives for their country.”
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After reviewing the photos on the Pvt. Camp Meredith website, as well as other
photos Rountree posted on other public social media sites, various
Veterans commented on the inconsistencies in Rountree’s stories and photos.
Several veterans sent emails in response:
All three veterans granted permission to publish their names and affiliations.

On one particular site, Rountree is referred to as Greywolf, a Native American
name he donned himself, in promotion of his literature. In his own biography, he
credits his experiences in Vietnam as the inspiration for his decision to become an
author.

However, did Rountree have the war experience he claims? Was he involved in
the Mayaguez Incident? Was he part of a Special Forces branch in the Air Force
that participated in the Fall of Saigon? According to Vietnam Veterans who were
at both the Mayaguez Incident and the Fall of Saigon, the answer is no.

The above email was sent by the KohTang/Mayaguez Veterans Organization in response to an inquest of
David Rountree’s participation at the Mayaguez Incident.
The email below was sent from another member of the Koh Tang/Mayaguez Veterans Organization who also reviewed
Rountree’s photos and comments on his various bios.

This email confirmation came from a retired Marine Colonel who was at the Mayaguez incident. He
reviewed all the photos of Rountree which were published on the public internet site, Pvt Camp Meredith
Pool, as well as several of Rountree’s statements and timelines published in his numerous public bios.

All emails, with recipient and sender information, were forwarded to an independent organization for authenticity and verification.
After reviewing their Alpha rosters and reviewing the evidence, the board members of the organization stated conclusively that Rountree’s claim of involvement at the Mayaguez Incident in a
Special Forces capacity is fraudulent. They were further able to rule out that he received the Silver Star in that mission, as they had the names of the individuals from the Air Force that did
receive the prestigious award; Rountree’s name was not among the list of recipient’s.
The Colonel’s email further substantiated another Air Force veteran’s review of Rountree’s uniform, in which he wore command wings, as being fraudulent as well. Rountree’s claim of time
in service does not qualify one to wear the command wings. Additionally, both veterans noticed
that Rountree was also wearing the combat crew badge, as well as was missing the US insignia
on his lapel.
In the photo Rountree posted with the caption “Mayaguez Incident”, the insignia found on his
beret is not a military insignia. Furthermore, Rountree is seen wearing a white tank top and no
identification tags (dog tags). All combat veterans state that when in a combat theater, it is
mandatory that service members wear dog tags. In a separate photo taken in the 70’s, he was
seen wearing this same beret and insignia while dressed in a costume for a different event
(see inset). His civilian necklace can be seen in several of his personal photos he’s published
on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook.
In the top photo taken in the late 70’s early 80’s Rountree is
seen wearing the same beret as the bottom photo. Rountree
claimed the bottom photo was taken at Mayaguez in 1975.

Rountree’s response to the criticism towards his military service has been unique.
Instead of addressing the accusations, he focused his attention towards those that
questioned his credibility. On one of his Facebook pages he posted to his fans
that those who questioned him were nothing more than “trolls and stalkers” and
that he would make a “hit list”.

“Keep writing
your crap. I will
post public
records. You
want a war?
You got it.
Coming soon.”
“I have a rather
long hit list.”

- David
Rountree

Rountree captioned this public
photo “To my enemies”

At one particular point, Rountree published one individual’s address on social
media for his fans in retaliation for her cooperating with people who questioned
his background.

The woman whose address was published stated soon after Rountree’s post, a
strange car parked in front of her home and the occupants watched her house for
hours. She alleges she had to remove the children from her home. She also complained she also received harassing phone calls throughout the night.

When one of his fans called the military panel on the Hearing the Afterlife radio show
“terrorists” and others called for acts of violence in retaliation, his fiancé, Brandy Bryant (aka
Brandy Eves) commented that one of the military panelists issued a death threat on air. Rountree seemed to fuel the fire by stating that he feared for his life. However, after listening to the
show, there was no mention of any names, nor did anyone issue any death threats.
Finally, Rountree made a statement in regards to his education and stated he purposely posted
false information on all of his biographies, to include his books and appearances, as a “trap” to
“catch trolls and stalkers”. However, his response to the questions regarding what he did while
he was in service was short and vague.

Statement from Rountree’s fiancé
regarding alleged threats from
military panelists.

His statement, however, did not satisfy the military members and veterans who questioned his
military record. Many of the “Ghost Stalker” fans believe that
as a public figure, author, and television personality who uses Rountree’s Bio on another professional site in
his biography to validate his credibility, to knowingly defraud which he lists Princeton and Air University as his
alma maters.
the public only furthers the questions as to whether or not
Rountree embellished his military career to make him more
marketable.
“It’s not about whether or not served or has an honorable discharge,” said Nathan C., a 10 year Army veteran who deployed to Iraq twice. “If he served and is embellishing his
record just so that people will think that he’s the real deal and
will pay more money to go hear him speak or watch his show,
that’s even worse. If he’s on TV and posting pictures and
sharing his credentials all over Social Media, then how can he
tell people who are asking him questions with a weak ‘Many
things were not recorded’ and ‘that’s all I got to say about
that’?”
It appears as if his military service record was not the only
thing Rountree embellished on. He also made claims that he
was also a corrections officer in Miami, and was trained

by the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) as a Crime Scene Investigator. However, these claims (much like the Mayaguez Incident and the Fall of Saigon) do not coincide with the other biographies and timelines he has posted on many different media
sites. Furthermore, there were no employment records to substantiate these claims at
this time and Rountree will not comment on them any further.
The following clip was taken from David Rountree’s Plaxo public profile.
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Rountree also posted this photo of himself in a police uniform on two different social
media sites. He explained that the photo was taken in 1980 on the day of the Miami Riots in which “a bunch
of us went down after our shift. This was before I left.” (See above photo.) Whether he was an officer or not,
remains unknown.
All of the confusion has sounded many alarms from individuals who are not involved in the paranormal
(ghost hunting) hobby. Veterans, active duty service members, researchers, and fans who watched his television show, as well as individuals who bought his books, are all scratching their heads in frustration at all
the inconsistencies in Rountree’s credentials.
Kenny Biddle, photographer and author of the “I am Kenny Biddle” blog, stated “instead of answering the
questions, which would have been a very easy way to clear up the drama [Rountree] posted people's home
addresses, the ‘I don't need to provide any proof of my background’, and then the self-victimizing starts. I
get notified that people are being ‘warned’ about me, that there's a ‘Hit List’, that people are being asked to
not associate with me, and avoid me. All this...because I questioned his credentials.”

All of the accusations against Rountree sparked further inquiry into his educational background. He claimed that he earned his B.S. in Electrical Engineering from
the Air Force Institute of Technology. However, on his Linked In biography, he
lists that he obtained his A.S.E.E. in Technical Electronics in 1971-1972 from
N.F.E.T.C., his B.S.E.E. from A.F.I.T., as well as his B.S.E.E. from Air
University the same year.
However, when he was booked to appear at the Parafest in 2013, his
bio (which is submitted to the event organizers by the celebrities) notates that he earned his B.S.E.E. in 1973 while serving in the Air
Force in microwave technology. These inconsistencies can be found
in his numerous bios on various websites on the internet.

The Air Force Institute of Technology denied Rountree ever attended
the institution in an email response (see below).

Because of his “education” and military service, Rountree was often looked at as
a “leader” in scientific paranormal research. He does, in fact, hold a Masters Degree from Belford University, a non-accredited institution known as being a
“diploma mill” for its phony degrees it offers for a fee as reported in the Y ale
Daily News. (http://yaledailynews.com/blog/2007/04/05/diploma-mills-deservetheir-own-rankings/). Rountree’s education and allegations of his plagiarism are
currently under investigation as
(Left) David Rountree posted this picture on Twitter of well.
his Master of Science degree from Belford University.

“It’s not just a matter of whether or not he actually served in the Air Force,” said Joe
Robideau, an Army veteran who served in Afghanistan. “It’s whether or not he lied
about his service record. It’s actually worse, in my opinion, when a veteran embellishes his record and takes credit for things he didn’t do. I mean, real Marines and
Soldiers died at Mayaguez. Men shed blood for the awards he was claiming, some
people being awarded the Silver Star posthumously. So by him claiming that he got
all these things with such a suspect timeline, of course any veteran worth his weight is
going to question him.”

“Anybody can go
and buy the
medals and
ribbons, but when
they do that and
they don’t earn it,
they disrespect
what it stands for
and the honor
and tradition of
the military,”
- Luis Castillo,

Luis Castillo, a Desert Storm veteran, explained the frustration many other veterans
are having with the Rountree inconsistencies. “It’s not just that he may have lied
about his service like he did everything else. It’s the fact that if he did, he disrespected the award. He spit on what that award means, what it stands for, the men who had
to do incredible things, even die, to win it. Anybody can go and buy the medals and
ribbons, but when they do that and they don’t earn it, they disrespect what it stands for
and the honor and tradition of the military,” he said.
Rountree has refused further comment on the Stolen Valor accusations, with some of
his fans claiming that since he won’t provide his DD214, no one will ever be able to
prove whether or not his claims are true. However, under the Freedom of Information
Act, one can obtain a service verification that would state whether Rountree actually
did earn the Silver Star, Bronze Stars, or Purple Heart, as well as whether or not he
was at the Fall of Saigon and in the Special Forces. But that takes a long time.
Since the credentials were publicly promoted through different public venues, one
cannot argue that Rountree’s private or personal information is being violated. His
background information, military service claims, and education were provided and
published by Rountree on various social media sites, promotional events, television,
radio, and his book.

All of Rountree’s critics and skeptics agree that they would publicly apologize if
Rountree would provide documentation to prove he is telling the truth about his military service, as well as his true credentials. However, since the open letter was
published and people began asking questions, Rountree has deleted several accounts,
made public accounts private, deleted the Pvt. Camp Meredith website, attacked his
critics, as well as changed some of the information he previously published. These
actions have only served to raise more red flags rather than lower them.
Despite his efforts, veterans, service members, fans
of his show, and paranormal hobbyists are still waiting for an honest answer.

This picture was published
by Rountree on a public social media site with the caption “Throw Back Thursday,
1973”.

